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Then and Now education series takes students on a journey
back in time to examine various aspects of life during the
Victorian era (1837-1901) and how things compare to our
modern-day existence. Life was very different then, yet
some similarities still exist today.

This program includes:
• Four PDF education resources
• Free access to The Hamilton Spectator ePaper for four

weeks (30 licenses per educator)
• Contest to win a free class field trip

from Hamilton Civic Museums

Thanks to City of Hamilton, Tourism and Culture Division for helping us
provide this resource to schools for free.
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SPREADING THE WORD

SourceS:
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/newspapers-in-canada-1800s1900s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Canadian_newspapers
https://nmc-mic.ca/about-newspapers/the-evolution-of-newspapers/
https://www.blogto.com/city/2011/12/toronto_newspapers_of_the_past_and_present/
‘A Brief Review of Newspaper Life in Hamilton,’ published in the Hamilton Spectator,
July 15, 1918, accessed through the Hamilton archives, July 2019.

Newspapers in Upper Canada, during Victorian times
When we consider how much information is available today,
on newswebsites, in magazines, on social media, it can be a bit
overwhelming. Compared to the “old days”—Victorian times,
for instance—we have many more choices about how we get
our news.

But you might be surprised at how many
newspapers there were in those days. For
instance, if you lived in Hamilton in the
mid-1800s, you had access to: The
Hamilton Spectator (started in 1846
and still going strong today), The
Hamilton Journal, The Express, The
Gazette, the Hamilton Advertiser
and many more.

There’s a reason there were so
many. In the early- and mid-1800s,
newspapers were a way for the
government and political parties to
get their ideas and opinions across to
the public. Most of them had a political
point of view—a bias. And their editors
were often politicians themselves.

For instance, the first newspaper in Upper
Canada was the Upper Canada Gazette, which was
started in 1798. “Its primarymandatewas to print the decisions
and activities of the government,” according to BlogTO.

Today’s newspapers strive to be as unbiased as possible in
their reporting, and to keep the views of the owner (publisher)
of the paper separate from its editorial content. But in
Victorian times, the owner not only oversaw the operation of
the printing presses, he (nearly all publishers were male) told

his reporters what and how to report, as well.

In Hamilton, The Spectator was started in opposition to the
Gazette, which was the main Conservative paper at the time,
according to ‘A Brief Review of Newspaper Life in Hamilton.’

Most newspapers at the time were published in
English or French. The first one to be published

in another language was Die Welt, a German
weekly that began in Halifax in 1788.

In 1851, the first Black-owned
newspaper in Canada was started,
in what is now Windsor, Ont. The
Voice of the Fugitive was created to
communicate with supporters of
the Underground Railroad (a series
of secret routes that helped slaves
escape to freedom in Canada and
free states). The newspaper ran for
three years, and cost $1 per year. It
included poetry, news and “stories

of slaves and fugitive slaves from
throughout North America,” according to

an article in the Globe and Mail.

In 1853, The Provincial Freeman was started by
MaryAnn Shadd, the first Black female publisher in North

America, and one of the first female journalists in Canada,
according to The Canadian Encyclopedia.

At that time, newspapers were mostly text—lines and lines
of words—with a few advertisements and very few images. It
wasn’t until after the 1850s in Canada
that newspapers started featuring
more illustrations.
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If you were eight years old in 1890—like
little Tom McQuesten—your entertainment
would be something you did, saw or read,
rather than something you turned on. It was
the Victorian era. TVs and computers hadn’t
been invented yet, so Tom couldn’t watch
a movie in his bedroom or download his
favourite songs.

Fortunately, he lived in Hamilton, Ontario,
a large town with lots of interesting things
to do, in a large, comfortable house known
as Whitehern.

In the winter, Tom, his five siblings and his mother, would climb into
the family cutter (a type of horse-drawn sleigh) and head downtown
to the Grand Opera House. There, they would watch a “moving
picture”—a very early type of film, in blurry black-and-white and with
characters but no dialogue.

If they were lucky, a poet like William Drummond might be giving a
live reading of one of his poems, such as The Habitant, which offered
an exciting glimpse into French-Canadian life. When he grew up, Tom
himself would give lively, dramatic readings of Dr. Drummond’s work.

Or, your mother might
suggest going to a
concert, which the
McQuestens often did.
But it wasn’t popular
music like we think
of today. Tom would
have been listening
to religious songs or
classical music played
by an orchestra ...not
exactly toe-tapping for

a young child, perhaps, but a pleasant evening out nonetheless. And
the ride in the cutter across the snow to get there and back was fun
in itself—until it hit the streetcar tracks, as it did one day, and flipped
everyone out into the snow!

When he was little, Tom’s father died, leaving the family with an
enormous debt of $900,000. That’s a lot of money today, but
consider that in later life Tom would earn just $1,000 a year as a
lawyer, and you’ll get a sense of how much debt it really was. So Tom
and his brother and sisters had to do chores around the house, which
meant there was less time (and money) to go out for entertainment.

They managed to make their own fun
at home. They played chess and other
board games. They had a “stereoscope,”
which held special picture cards to give
you a kind of three-dimensional image
of a scene. Tom and his siblings loved
looking at images from around the
world, like Egypt.

They also did some fun things that
aren’t that different from today. For

instance, their house had a tennis court and they played lawn tennis
in the summer. And not far away was the Thistle Club, which had
a curling rink, where Tom’s father used to curl. Tom also played
basketball. In fact, when he was 18, his team won the provincial
championship.

Visitors often dropped byWhitehern, and Tom and his siblings would
entertain them with religious tunes on the piano, in a room decorated
with watercolour paintings and sketches the children had done.

Little did young Tom know that when he grew up, he would help to
create one of Ontario’s biggest and most beautiful landmarks: the
Royal Botanical Gardens, just a few kilometres from the McQuesten’s
home. Today, it sits on more than 2,700 acres of land and attracts
thousands of visitors each year who stroll through its extraordinary
gardens, filled with more than 1,100 species of plants, trees and
flowers. Tom really knew how to make his own fun!
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LITTLE TOMMcQuESTEn’S
Guide to Fun in theVictorian era
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EnErals Griffin

A lithograph of Eastman Johnson’s 1859 oil painting “Negro Life at the South” was found in a closet in Griffin’s home, linking the house and its owners to
Black heritage. The print is also known as “Old Kentucky Home”.

t is difficult to imagine the extent of the hardships that Enerals
Griffin endured as a slave. A Black man, born in the US state
of Virginia around 1792, he was likely born into slavery.
At that time,
Blacks suffered

unconscionable injustices.

And because—especially
in the US south but in
many other places as well,
including Canada—the
human rights of Blacks
were extremely limited at
that time, many did not
have documents like a birth certificate or a marriage license that
would help researchers, decades later, trace their life’s journey with

certainty. Because of that, we know relatively little about Enerals
Griffin’s life in Virginia. Several years ago, a team of researchers
travelled to Virginia to find out as much as possible about him,

by talking to people and
gathering facts. From that,
we know that after the
white man, Edward Lee,
who had kept him as a slave,
died, Enerals may have
escaped slavery by forging a
letter of passage. It is likely
that Enerals travelled via
the Underground Railroad,
which was a series of routes

and depots that formed an escape route from the US to, in this case,
Canada, for Blacks fleeing slavery. We do know that he travelled to

White farmers were at first unwilling to trust their land to him,
but have since found him capable to teaching them the art of
husbandry (farm management). Year before last, he and his son
raised a thousand bushels of wheat, a thousand bushels of corn
and over four hundred of oats, and his landlord is unwilling to let

his land to any other ... LETTEr frOmmr.WiLSON iN THE EmANcipATOr, 1837
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BEANS
BERRIES
CANNING
CORN

FRUIT
ICE
ICE CREAM

JAM
PRESERVE
SALT
SQUASH

TREAT
VICTORIAN
WHEAT

FIND THE WORDS LISTED BELOW IN THE PUzzLE.
WORDS CAN RUN IN ALL DIRECTIONS: HORIzONTALLy,
DIAGONALLy, VERTICALLy — EVEN BACkWARDS!
THE LETTERS CAN BE USED MORE THAN ONCE.

WW EE II XX KK MM SS TT EE EE XX HH DD QQ II
VV PP PP LL GG NN AA SS CC VV II SS XX RR CC
BB II TT LL AA SS JJ JJ II SS UU AA PP OO EE
FF MM CC EE CC OO WW UU OO II JJ UU ZZ FF CC
WW JJ BB TT GG NN II NN NN AA CC QQ KK OO RR
FF AA FF JJ OO TT EE OO CC GG WW SS RR CC EE
RR UU MM NN MM RR ZZ EE PP YY ZZ NN KK JJ AA
UU BB SS GG WW PP II RR FF QQ TT JJ AA DD MM
II WW JJ HH BB ZZ EE AA SS MM GG KK CC OO WW
TT II HH QQ OO SS KK OO NN EE QQ QQ GG TT YY
MM PP JJ EE EE NN PP YY MM VV II YY NN KK MM
UU JJ SS RR AA JJ BB BB MM RR LL RR LL ZZ KK
EE WW VV DD BB TT ZZ GG VV SS CC XX RR AA AA
UU EE TT RR EE AA TT FF GG WW VV VV NN EE WW
NN XX FF MM UU QQ II FF QQ HH CC YY QQ BB BB

See answers at: thespec.com/nie

Victorian WorD SEarcH
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Register for free at thespec.com/nie.
Deadline for registration is November 5, 2019, 9am.

TEACHERS: GET OUR FREE RESOURCE

LIFE IN THE VICTORIAN ERA


